Abstract. In this paper we describe our findings after integrating several tools based upon the Java Modeling Language (JML) [1], a specification language used to annotate Java programs. The tools we consider are Daikon [2], ESC/Java [3], JML runtime assertion checker [1], and Loop/PVS tool [4]. The first one generates specifications; the others are used to verify them. We find that for the first three it is worthwhile to combine them because this is relatively easy and it improves the specifications. Combining Daikon and the Loop/PVS tool directly works in theory, but in practice it only works if the test suite is very good and hence it is not advisable.
Introduction
Specifying Java programs can be done by adding JML-assertions expressing preconditions, postconditions, invariants and lists of modified variables to the code. Verifying Java programs involves proving the source code correct with respect to the given specification. In this paper we present the results of an experiment where we have combined tools for both these tasks.
Note that this experiment describes some small steps toward the so-called verifying compiler, a compiler that guarantees program correctness before running the program, listed as one of the grand challenges of computer science [5] .
Tools for Specification Generation
It is common knowledge that annotating programs with specifications or contracts increases their quality. It is also common knowledge that most programmers are not very fond of spending time on writing these specifications. Therefore some tools have been developed in order to assist programmers in writing these contracts. Houdini [6] and Daikon [7] are examples of such tools. In this paper we only use Daikon.
Daikon performs dynamic analysis. It starts with a large standard set of likely program invariants [2] . By executing test suites it deletes those invariants from the set that are falsified during the program run, leaving a set of possibly valid specifications. Some examples generated by Daikon: Obviously this dependence on a specific test suite makes the tool unsound. Therefore we need a different tool in order to check the outcome generated by Daikon.
Tools for Proving Contracts
Several tools are available for checking Daikon's outcome when it is applied to Java programs: ESC/Java, JML , JACK [8], CHASE [9] and the Loop/PVS tool. Each of them has its special characteristics. In our experiment we use ESC/Java, JML and Loop/PVS. To avoid confusion between the language and the tool JML, we will use JMLRAC to refer to the tool.
The Specification Language JML
The binding factor between the tools we use is the specification language supported by all of them: JML, the Java Modeling Language. It can be used to specify the behavior of Java modules. It includes class invariants, constraints, method preconditions, and both normal and exceptional postconditions. The clauses are written between the code using special comment tags. Hence normal Java compilers do not notice these JML annotations. Goal of the JML project is to provide a language that resembles the Java programming language very closely, hereby making it easier to use for the actual Java programmers. Since JML is still under development it is almost impossible for the tools to keep up with full JML. Hence most tools use their own dialect of JML. The Java/JML combination has a great resemblance to the Eiffel 'design by contract language' [10] . However, because JML supports quantifiers such as \forall and \exists, and because JML allows so-called model fields, JML specifications can be more precise and complete than those typically given in Eiffel.
Related Work
This is not the first paper on integrating tools for specification generation and tools for specification verification. The papers [11, 12] describe results of the integration of Daikon and ESC/Java. And the paper [13] describes an experiment of combining Daikon with the Larch Prover [14] . However, the combination of Daikon with the Loop/PVS tool and JMLRAC has not been described before.
In this paper we only look at Java and JML tools. However, tools for other languages also exist. See for instance Splint [15] . Using static analysis this tool checks whether a C program operates according to its user written annotations. And the SLAM/SLIC combination [16] resembles our experiment even better. It
